Optical Density Scan

Semrock Part Number: FF01-615/45
Lot Number: 507212

Note: measurement accuracy is limited to about OD = 5.
measurement taken at normal incidence.

The graph above is representative of the coating lot from which your filter was manufactured. The spectrum of your actual filter(s) might differ slightly within manufacturing tolerances and is certified to meet all optical specifications as detailed in the Semrock online catalog or in the associated custom specification drawing.
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Semrock Part Number: **FF01-615/45**
Lot Number: **507212**

Note: measurement taken at normal incidence.

*The graph above is representative of the coating lot from which your filter was manufactured. The spectrum of your actual filter(s) might differ slightly within manufacturing tolerances and is certified to meet all optical specifications as detailed in the Semrock online catalog or in the associated custom specification drawing.*